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It’s the Little Things
I

n the mid 1990’s an extraordinary documentary was
released called Microcosmos which used photographic
techniques including slow motion, time-lapse, and ultraclose ups to zoom in on the lives of insects. Some of the
jaw dropping footage included bees collecting nectar,
ladybugs eating mites, snails mating, spiders wrapping
their prey, a scarab beetle relentlessly pushing its ball of
scat uphill, an underwater spider creating an air bubble
to live in, and a mosquito hatching. We mortals rarely
witness these fascinating daily behaviors by some of
the world’s smallest organisms and this documentary
Hairstreak Butterfly (Hypaurotis
beautifully and artfully captured the complexity of feeding, crysalus)
mating, and overall survival for dozens of species. Now,
after the purchase of extreme close up binoculars, which allow me to view objects as close as 18
inches, my whole world has changed and I too can observe tiny insects, birds, spiders and even
intertidal invertebrates in their natural environment. No longer am I only searching for things that
are too far away to see with my naked eye, but rather am looking for the microscopic creatures
using my extremely close focusing binoculars (6.5 x 21) that are well, closer than close. It’s like
having a magnifying glass that doubles as a microscope and so in mere seconds I can go from
focusing on a butterfly sipping nectar from a blossom to a bird perched on a branch across the
canyon. I practiced this close up viewing while walking in Moro Canyon the other day and while
focusing on a hairstreak butterfly I could view the flaming orange tips which resembled match
sticks at the end of its antennae and see individual scales on the iridescent wings. I watched a
tiny insect tickling the stigma lobes of a Coastal Bush Monkey flower blossom, and the fine hairs
on the stems of the Caterpillar Phacelia. These binoculars are amazing.

A letter from Winter
Bonnin, Crystal Cove
State Park Interpretive
Naturalist and
Volunteer Coordinator

Flame Skinner Libellula saturata)
Peter Bryant

Two species of insects that
are omnipresent throughout
the park this time of year are
Dragonflies and Damselflies.
In fact they are such a familiar
sight during these warm
months that poet Hermann
Lons referred to them as
“messengers of summer and
heralds of the sun.” These
insects have been on this
Earth for millions of years and
are one of the first insects
to inhabit this planet. As
these delicate and dazzling
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members of the Odanata order fly about they seem
to be suspended in the air like marionettes.
Naturalist and Education Director from Sea
and Sage Audubon Trude Hurd presents a
fabulous damsel vs dragon talk and from her
I have learned some interesting nuggets. For
example, dragonflies tend to be big and sturdy
while damselflies are smaller and daintier. Dragonflies
have large eyes that almost touch each other, while
damselflies have well separated eyes on the sides
of their head. When perched, dragonflies hold
their wings out sideways while damselflies usually
fold them over their backs. In flight, dragonflies
are strong, fast and direct, while damselflies appear more
weak and fluttery. Having just walked along the Los Trancos
trail from the tunnel and using this information as my basis
I presume that the beautiful blue creature that grazed my
cheek as if delivering a message was a damselfly (perhaps an
Arroyo Bluet or maybe a Vivid Dancer.) These lovely creatures
come in many different colors from bright orange to deep red,
to brilliant amber and in Orange County alone we have the
chance to see at least 45 different species. Dragonflies and
damselflies are fearless hunters who will feast upon any insects
they can find by snagging them from the air with “calculated
aerial ambushes.” And because they can fly in any direction,
including sideways and backward, and can also hover in a
single spot they can move in on unsuspecting prey from any
direction.
Another flying friend I recently heard, but only briefly saw
made an appearance in the canyon behind my house last
week. The loud alarm call of a bird was so racuous it sounded
like a wild parrot, but turned out to be a Cooper’s Hawk.
There must have been two hawks and they were either nesting
or preparing to mate because according to All About Birds,
outside of the breeding season, Cooper’s Hawks tend to be
silent. What I heard and what drew me outside to investigate
was their most common call;
a “loud, vehement grating
sounded by both male and
female in defense of the nest.”
However, since they use the
same call during courtship
who knows what was really
going on in the Eucalyptus
tree. Males typically build the
nest over a couple of weeks,
with just a bit of help from the

female. Nests, made from a pile of sticks, are
placed high up in a tree (maybe as high as
60 feet) or on a horizontal branch. Females
incubate the 2-6 eggs for about a month while
the male generally provides the meal. Once
the chicks emerge they are covered in white down
and weigh only about an ounce. They spend about
3 months living amongst their
Cooper’s Hawk (Accipiter cooperii)
parents, with the father still being
Peter Bryant
the “bread winner” until they are
ready to fledge. Just like the ferocious hunting techniques
of the dragonflies and damselflies, Cooper’s Hawks are also
known for their predatory prowess. When hunting they
perch and wait and then swoop down from above to seize
their unsuspecting prey which they capture with their feet
and sharp talons and then literally squeeze to death. They
primarily feed on medium sized birds like doves, robins, and
pigeons (and which could prove deadly for the male Cooper’s
Hawk who is smaller than and submissive to the female,) but
also feed on small mammals including squirrels, hares, and
even bats.
For the third straight year, the Crystal Cove State Park
interpretive staff has hosted Camp Coastal Wild. Alex and I
along with the lovely and patient park aide Caroline Yin spent
five days with 26 nature loving kids sharing our passion for
the natural world. In the morning we hiked, played games,
searched the trail for “planted” taxidermed representatives of
the park’s fauna, explored the tidepools and were treated to the
ultimate experience; the release of two juvenile elephant seals
who had been rescued by the Pacific Marine Mammal Center as
emaciated pups and then
nursed back to health.
Our campers watched
with joy, awe, and tears
(ok, maybe I was the only
one with tears) as the
cages were opened and
the seals returned “home.”
Andretti , elephant seal
#1 was rescued from
under the Balboa pier in
Newport Beach. At the time,
she was approximately three
months old, weighed a mere
71 pounds, and was not only
severely underweight, but
also dehydrated. On the day
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Not only did the campers see the largest pinniped in North
she was released she
America, but also were treated to seeing the “world’s largest
weighed a whopping
burrowing clam.” Professor Sean Bignami and his students
185 pounds. Bridger,
from the marine lab at Concordia University brought their
elephant seal #2 who
mobile aquarium to entice our campers with live intertidal
was also three months
organisms which they use for educational specimens.
old was rescued from
Elephant Seals
(Mirounga angustirostris)
Included amongst the common southern California critters
Little Corona del Mar.
was the weird horseshoe crab (hails from the east coast)
At 82 pounds, he was
and the weirder Pacific Geoduck clam (pronounced “gooeyalso terribly malnourished and dehydrated. The intrepid staff
duck”) which is abundant in the inland waters of the Pacific
at the Center fed and treated him until the day he was released
Northwest. This clam was big, thick, heavy (they reach an
weighing 202 pounds. It’s hard to imagine that anything could
average size of two pounds) and so oversized that the siphon
be better for young nature and animal loving youth than to
and mantle can’t be drawn into the shell. Geoduck clams use a
see the recovery of a near dying animal, but at Crystal Cove
tiny foot to burrow into the seafloor as they grow
State Park these campers have it good. Each day
and can end up several feet down, with only
after lunch our lucky kids were greeted by
“Summer’s lease hath
its neck, or siphon, poking up into the
two lifeguards who led them in Junior
all too short a date”
water. The clams feed on phytoplankton
Lifeguard type activities like dodgeball
William Shakespeare
by drawing them down one side of the
and beach flags and then afforded them
siphon and expel filtered water through
the #1 rite of passage for any coastal
the other. To prevent becoming a tasty
dwelling kid…free time in the water. It
meal for a hungry crab or spiny dogfish,
was a great, albeit exhausting, week.
Geoduck clams retract their siphons, like
The Elephant seal release was amazing.
a turtle withdrawing its head. I’m not sure
Watching these two “sausages” with the huge
why the Marine Lab had this specimen which can
and beautiful eyes waddle back to the ocean was
live as long as 168 years, but I’m glad we had the chance to
a captivating scene. We don’t often see elephant seals who
interact with this truly unusual looking creature.
migrate thousands of miles and come to shore to land-based
July has been an incredibly
rookeries only twice a year for short periods of time to give
busy month in the park
birth, mate, molt, and rest. The remainder of their months
with many visitors simply
are spent in the open ocean diving as deep as 5800 feet
enjoying summertime
from fifteen minutes to two hours while searching for food.
recreation and others
From December through March elephant seals arrive to their
participating in one of our
chosen beaches to birth and breed. Pregnant females arrive
docent led activities or a
first and give birth just a few days later to a 3-4 foot pup who
Crystal Cove Conservancy
weighs about 70 pounds. The mother nurses for four weeks
event. There is still time to
with milk so rich and fattening (about 60% fat) that the pup
attend a Sunset Bluff and
quadruples its birth weight. During this time the mother is
Beach Walk or watch Beach
in constant contact with her pup and aggressively protects
Party on the beach on the
it. Just as her nursing days are coming to an end the female
big screen. The state park
goes into estrous, mates, and shortly thereafter goes to sea,
is hosting a family nature
leaving her pup behind to fend for itself. The little ones stay
hike and the Conservancy is
in the rookery, developing their swimming skills, sleeping and
preparing for their summer Image: Carla Bosch, “Summer is Calling”
fasting for up to 10 more weeks until they too head out to sea
art show. Check out the calendars, check out the events pages
to forage. Come late spring elephant seals will once again
and the web sites and…see you in the park.
arrive preferably on sandy beaches to molt and grow new
fur. The Northern Elephant Seal is the largest pinniped in
the Northern hemisphere and seeing, hearing, and smelling
them is an exciting sensory experience.

Winter

